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Regarding a marriage built around obsession; as a newly
married couple whose lives are consumed by the sight, scent,
and sensuousness of one another; she believes . . .
Ramses Aristotle Matthews, her husband, at the age of
thirty, who is a self-made billionaire with a global empire. And
as a successful corporate lawyer and CEO, CFO, and COO of
his own firm, he is used to being in control, a man of great mind
and logical thinking, and a man who embraces quick-wittedness
in law, programming, and automation, quenching his thirst
for business and technology. He is known to be a take-charge
man, one of nobility and confidence; a man who is extremely
intelligent, detail oriented, and devoted to his corporation. He
becomes all consumed when it comes to his business interests
and me his wife—who he lavishes with his love, his riches, and
his knowledge—his wife, whom he truly adores, and with the
use of his vast intelligence and skillfulness, he psychologically
reigns, though he is unaware of this characteristic, he thinks
of it as protecting her. The keen logistics of his mind is how he
lives; thus, he verbally manipulates using his love and his passion to dominate her . . .
His wife, Celeste Anastasia, at the age of twenty-seven, is
innocent, naïve, but clever; she is also artistic and ambitious,
but mainly very much in love; so in love that she wants to be
every part of him, so she allows herself to be mentally reigned.
Devotion to him is her way of slaying him, by staying the course;
thus, permitting her life to be his accomplishment. Though completely constrained, yet inspired as a result of him, all the while
to her, she is independent and simply in love, because happiness
to her . . . is him!

Dedicated to:
All women controlled by love,
knowingly, willingly, and decidedly!

PART I
Paso Doble

Spent

“The Conversation”

Y

ou’re my wife; the Bible says you have to obey me. I’m
going to take care of you and all you have to do is be here
for me. I’m all you need! I’m the man of this house, I’ll work
and I’ll provide for you, and all I want you to do is keep what’s
mine—mine, and that pussy tight for me. It would be nice if you
needed me too; I want you to love me and need me. I work hard
and I will trust you, and in return you can trust me.
I know you will grow old gracefully and always stay as stunning and youthful as you are now. This is not a bargain Celeste,
I don’t need you to think or talk! You take care of me and I’ll
take care of you! Anything and everything I have is yours and
anything I don’t have, I can get. I just need you to be the anchor,
the diamond in my life, my personal ray of sunshine. I chose you
because I can tell you have great qualities, the qualities my wife
should possess. I’m a man! And . . . you’re my wife!
I wear the pants around here, you follow me; just make sure
you never cheat on me because I’ll kill you. I’m all you need!
And I’ll always be here for you. I promise! I’ll always be the one
for you, and you’re nothing without me. Without me you would
never succeed, I am what makes you. I work long hours, but then
I want to come home to my wife, not some mistress who wants
to be, some chicken head or floozy.
I could have had any girl I wanted and I chose you, Celeste!
You are my Mrs. and I am your Mr. I am a man of great means
and I didn’t get here by a stroke of luck. I love the way you carry
yourself, have I ever told you that? And I expect you to continue
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to do so. Remember, you represent me! I want to be with you
for eternity; you are my soul mate. I’ve been with a lot of girls
and by “been with” I don’t mean slept with; no, I’m too smart
for that, I’ve always been choosey and it takes a special kind of
woman to even catch my attention, a woman like you, but you’re
the only one who has captured my heart.
I’ve never felt my heart before I met you. I’ve heard about
it, but you’ve actually made me acknowledge it as a true feeling. And now I feel vulnerable. Don’t ever hurt me, because you
don’t want to know what I’ll do to protect myself!
I love your innocence; stay just as pure as you are. I love the
feel of your skin, the way you smell, the way you taste! I love the
way your body fits mine. I like the way you wear your hair. I like
the length but I want it to be all black, take out the blonde. You
look good with it in its natural color. Is there anything you want?
I don’t want you to have to want for anything or have to work
for it. If you ever want anything, anything at all, let me know!
Do I please you? Do I please you sexually? Do I make you
feel like a woman should? Don’t be afraid to tell me how to
please you, where to touch you, where to kiss you! You belong
to me and I belong to you. I’m going to take good care of you
Celeste, always trust me. I want to give you your heart’s desire.
I’m going to be all you need! Forever!
Let me be all you need! I love you.
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Spent I

“The Beginning”

R

amses commands RAM-Z who approaches Celeste, who is
painting in the gallery. “I see you’re doing another painting,” he says.
“Yeah,” she replies.
As she speaks, Ramses, who sees her through RAM-Z’s
eyes, says to him, “She is so lovely in her smock.”
She wipes a strand of hair away and a smudge of paint is left
on her cheek, as she brings her hands down paint gets on her
smock. “RAM-Z would you get me another cup of tea please?”
she says, reaching for her cup.
Ramses says, “Okay, back to work signing off,” and disconnects. RAM-Z takes the cup and heads toward the kitchen…
As an artist, one of my favorite paintings, that I’ve done thus
far, is that of a lamb; the lamb has deathly wounds. He has seven
horns and seven eyes; the eyes seem ever watching like the
windows to your soul—the eyes of different shades, different
shapes, and different sizes, seem to pierce the psyche making
you feel susceptible. The eyes look as if they’re in control of all
that life has to offer, all knowing, stealing your consciousness.
When I look into them, whenever passing by the gallery, which
is a 100-foot-long wall that doesn’t close off the room on either
end, like the wall to perpetuity, it’s as if I’m in a fragment. I feel
as though I’m not alone and the spirits of the world are surrounding me. The eyes, always aware with their constant stare
giving life to the portrait, give the sense that it’s alive; they seem
to follow me. Forever watching, waiting for me to heal him,
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crying out from deep within for help. Next to the lamb there’s a
harp, lying suspenseful in magnificent gold.
Gold and white are the colors of love, metallic gold like the
bands that binds us in matrimony, the room filled with flowing
curtains made up of pure silk in spaghetti-like strains of thread,
individual lines that flow with the light breeze and shimmer in
the radiance of the sun’s beams. Antique gold is the color of
the valence, almost transparent while lying lazily under the top
molding that’s affixed beneath the trey ceiling with gold leaf
covering the top tier and stenciling on the bottom tier motionless
but with intent. With the curtain counterparts or tiebacks hanging lazily waiting to be used when needed. Softening the room
and adding sophistication as they also separate closing off the
inside, from the outside since they double as not only elegant
fittings but a covering for the terrace doors.
Swans with wings spread eagle, ready to be in flight,
embrace the metallic gold, red, green, white, and black divider,
embossed with hills and trees announcing brilliant color as your
eyes move across the room and approach the dressing area. The
antique vanity dresser, with its enormous round mirror, of which
I can see my entire body, separates the two. As I look now, I see
my eyes big and wide, appearing lavish, lovely and bright with
their golden brown hue and a hint of green color, while my skin
becomes noticeably creamy as though loved. I look refreshed, I
think to myself as I walk on. Next to the dresser are feathers,
long and full in a bright brilliant yellow gold and next to that a
full length mirror on a pedestal. The vase a native of India has
a multitude of patterns and textures, showing off its origin. The
white stone fireplace, aligned with two built-in wall units, one
on each side of the fireplace that is off-white in color, holds up
a picture of two love birds sharing one ribbon. At the en-suite
seating area is another fireplace, and two additional dressers,
one in an Old World style, made of mahogany, with a smaller
round mirror. The dresser is curvaceous underneath, with six
wide drawers and four small square drawers down the middle.
Embracing the end wall is another wide dresser with its biggerthan-life tri-fold mirror that welcomes the here and now. Above
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all, surrounding the mirrors is a candlelit mushroom-shaped
fire-gilded chandelier that welcomes you, shimmering off the
mirrors with a dazzling beam all its own.
Mirrors, mirrors everywhere; I couldn’t escape my desires if
I tried. Vanity is the name of the game in this room. The master
bedroom is so large, it has two fireplaces—the one in the sitting
area has a hand-carved lime understated mantle, and the main
one across from the king sized bed an oversized stone mantle.
The stone mantled fireplace, with hood, made from European
cast stone, elaborately detailed and crowned, can be seen inside
the master suite’s bathroom as well; it is on a dividing wall.
Here, the bathroom walls, tiled in beige onyx stone from ceiling to floor, and is heated for cold wintry days. Bringing it
all together with marble and glass accent tiles cut into strips
in baby blue placed delicately in the shower, enhancing the
competitively sized room; is the floor in the shower made of
limestone tiles in a robust baby blue. Along the south wall is the
entryway to the 150-foot walk-in wardrobe/closet. And another
entryway to the throne, in this private seemingly small room in
comparison, is a square elegant toilet with matching bade that
invites you to relieve yourself in quiet class. Outside the massive
bathroom there are double sinks made with inlaid gold leaf and
sold brass hardware. A chandelier that dims becomes a gracefully welcoming entry. The four bay windows over the deep long
spa tub, lined with candles, and scents entice bathing. Naturally,
there is a separate shower with body massage units to disperse
water all over you simultaneously, and a steam controlled unit.
Outside of the stand-alone shower is a heated towel rack.
Off the bathroom, and still cohabitated, is a his-and-hers
500-foot walk-in closet with cedar built-ins. The massive wardrobe, made completely of cedar, has shelves, and a multitude
of drawers of all sizes and shapes, including tiny drawers for
jewelry, hair accessories, or pins. There are closets made into the
main closet, there is a thermostat controlled closet for furs and
their counterparts keeping them at a cool temperature,. They are
hidden away, where the light can’t find it, and the cool air can
always be found.
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As I lie back in a bubble bath, thinking. I become intrigued
with the notion of him looking at himself, constantly seeing
what I see. His massive posterior, lean and bold, beautiful to
behold. Double doors allow an exit to the hall where another
bathroom faces the stairway for staff and use from the heliport.
The travertine stone-covered floor and charcoal-colored
marble walls, with white and aqua glass tile, accents the separate
shower in the bathroom; they’re complemented with a black jet
tub, sink, and toilet, and is then closed off by a mahogany wood
door that matches the trim in the rest of the house. The eucalyptus wood-trimmed cabinets and chests that hold the double
sinks cupped on top are a match to the ones in the master suite’s
walk-in closet by design. As you enter the dressing room the
lights come on and the smell of the cedar, which is one of freshness, grabs you while the color—one of nature—highlights the
brightly lit room. Our hangers are numbered, starting at one and
continuing to 1001 so far. Ours drawers are labeled and numbered; we keep a computerized chronological filing system for
accuracy. This system lists everything, from gloves, handkerchiefs and ties to jewelry, perfume and stockings.
Walking along the room in a towel, I take in our enormous
bedroom. At 2700 square feet it comprises the entire top level
of our home, with three horizontal skylights making it a stage
for the heavens alone, and the main feature being the California
king, spread eagle across the center of the room taking up a
majority of space as he sits prominently, handsomely dressed,
wearing deep gold satin with white satin sheets and pillow
cases, shams, and comforter. There’s an array of textures dressing the vast amount of pillows that are in all sizes and shapes,
some with lace, some with velvet ribbon, and some simply with
ruffles sewn into the satin, all made up of solid colors, gold,
yellow, white, or baby blue. Staring down on us always is the
heavens, the moon, and the stars, or the sun and the clouds; with
three long skylights over the bed; the heavens have become our
audience, the sun and moon guard us daily while the stars’ laugh
twinkles when we make love. Stormy days fulfill my dreams
of ambivalent repentance when the sky is dark and the clouds
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dance abruptly into streaks of lightening. On days like today,
I love to just lie back and watch the sky. I can see lightning
striking across open air. Intimidating emotions fill my head and
motivate my artistic side.
In the sitting area below the bay windows, that open and
close like shutters, is circular seating, made up of gold pine
wood, dressed in an off-white textured silk. The three couches
allow the room to look as if it’s smiling. My favorite piece in
the master suite is the vanity, where a little seat is waiting and
the large round mirror gives off its Old World style of 1900
appeal. I love the fact that I can see myself from head to toe,
approaching, looking closely in the mirror now, as I move in
closer taking a seat and focusing on my face again; noticing how
my eyes are bursting with color. Oval-shaped and light golden
brown, with a hint of green, they appear to be transparent when
the sun bounces off them. Ramses says my cornea is extremely
large and that’s what makes my eyes so interesting and fascinating to him. He says my beauty, to him, is like that of a goddess,
my hair shoulder length, full, black, and curly, my complexion
a light chestnut, and I stand five feet, seven inches tall. I’m thin
with an hourglass figure; I’m short in comparison to Ramses,
though. I look at our wedding photo on the vanity, and he looks
so good to me. Ramses is a foot taller and darker in complexion
than I, with a muscular, yet thin frame, large hands and feet. He
has handsome good looks with stern features; his thick black
hair, which he wears very neatly on his head and around his
mouth, which he keeps shiny, always makes me want to touch it.
On the east wall, opposite the sitting room and facing the
bed, is a massive chest of drawers and next to it an armoire,
with mirrored doors. The fireplace sits here too, inside which
is hung our sixty-four-inch flat panel TV. West is where the two
enormous armchairs sit prominently. Soft in texture, the overpowering overstuffed red lamb leather chairs, with their high
backs and full round arms, tease and tempt you to have a seat.
The last remaining wall, as our bed is centered in the room, is
the terrace that has an overhang, it spans the length of the south
wall. Outside we have two overstuffed cream-colored extra-wide
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leather love seats on one end, and on the other end, two deep
blue oversized cushioned chaise lounges, separated by a round
cherry oak table. A Jacuzzi sits center and an elevated luminous
view of the ocean is prevalent. This is where breakfast awaits
me this morning. RAM-Z, who is our manservant, stands, and I
send him on his way. I will not need anything further and I will
be spending the day in my room. Please don’t disturb me until
the Mr. arrives, thank you.
I sit out on the terrace and eat, then lie down on my bed
and watch a couple of game shows on TV. Now I feel rested and
like getting out, so I go downstairs passing my gallery and out
onto the beach. I walk for about two hours, picking up rocks and
telling myself that if I walk for two miles that would strengthen
the muscles in my buttocks and legs. Laughing to myself, I
start thinking about dinner now and what I’d like to eat. Planning my meal while I walk, and moving my arms so that they
get exercise too, I start walking back to the house. I decide to
let the housekeeper cook today and inform her of what I want
to have. Walking back in the sliding doors and stopping at the
gallery. Looking over my paintings, I feel a sense of pride and
accomplishment.
Our RAM-Z interrupts my thoughts as he walks up on me,
dressed in all black, a black mock neck shirt, black slacks and
jacket, with black socks and black laced-up shoes. I look at him
and think it’s a good thing the house is cool. RAM-Z always
wears all black; when necessary he’ll wear a black dress shirt,
a black neck tie, and/or a black apron. The only thing that isn’t
black would be his gloves that he only wears when we’re entertaining. When necessary he even has black overalls. It looks
professional and it’s a good color on him too. Ramses decided
this would be the uniform for him.
“Mrs., the Gentleman is home.” I walk to the entryway
where he is and we embrace, kiss, and I ask, “How was your
day?” Newly married, we’re learning to live with one another.
As usual he presents me with a gift; today he hands me a
medium square box. I take it over to the table that greets us in
the entryway or foyer. Enclosed is lingerie, soft and skimpy, and
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red. He pats me on my ass and says go put it on. I glide up one
flight while he waits; the second floor of the house opens up to
two bedrooms, each of which has a bathroom; looking in the
mirror I perk up quickly and then descend the stairs, winding
down to the main floor returning to him, he’s seated now. As I
approach, he stands and I watch as his eyes dance with glee, but
his expression unchanging, with me still approaching, he says
stop! He walks over to me then walks around me. He touches me
softly, moving his hands to the panties, checking the band and
running his fingers along the thong past my buttocks and down
toward my legs, then up again, with both hands, he turns me
around, looking at the bra now, he cuffs my breasts, squeezing
and shaking them. He says, “It’s a good fit, how does it feel?”
Ramses being well traveled, I am expected to wear the finest
of everything (lingerie being no exception), exquisite jewelry,
and the purest perfumes. Ramses lavishes me in the extraordinary, he loves to pamper me. He takes pride in his accomplishments whereby he’s sought out to make sure his wife is one of
them. Keeping myself up appropriately, subsequently, whenever
I come into his presence am looked over, he smells my hair, and
touches my skin. He’ll nod his approval or verbalize his dismay.
Still in my new panty and bra, he instructs me to turn around by
making circles with his pointer. Cropping my buttocks while I
face away from him, he smiles. I see him through my peripheral
with both hands squeezing my waist now and moving on to cup
my breasts again. He makes me feel like quite a woman!
He is a man who has achieved great undertakings and who
has never failed, mainly because he refuses to. To me, he is
highly intelligent, alluring, sophisticated, charming, and clever,
as well as delicate and demanding. A mogul, yes, but also a
man of handsome good looks, cut like a sculpture. His presence demands attention; Ramses is a man who knows what he
wants, but at the same time is fun to be with, never preoccupied
or overwhelmed. He has to approve of my hair, both style and
length. He tells me which colors complement my complexion,
and which he wants to see on my toenails, fingernails, lips, etc
. . . even down to undergarments. Red, black, and gold, he says,
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are the colors he likes best on me, but he’ll get excited with any
of them.
Ramses, to me, is debonair, versed in style and grace. I love
his confidence; he exhumes security when he speaks; his dialect
and pronunciations give off complete sophistication, and never
come off as being snooty. The way he is always in control turns
me on! I guess you can say he has a smooth, yet determined
style. As he shows me different things that life has to offer, he
lets me know, as I do already, no one else will love me to this
extent—willing to give his all, this way, ever!
He works to fulfill my needs before I even necessitate. He
foretells my desires, and foresees any wants. I no longer have
any dreams. When I think of him, just knowing he has my complete happiness at heart all the time, makes me inclusive. I know
this is rare in any man! His friends, family, and co-workers, have
a great respect for him, as does mine. His ability to be brave
and fearless and steadfast, people in general enjoy his company
and women envy me! Yes, he can be threatening at times mainly
because he won’t be taken for granted, used, played, or underestimated. I understand him!
Knowledge—Ramses embraces and consumes. He says
knowledge is the key to open any door. He says, I have been
quenched by knowledge since I began to take in business strategies in high school. A self-made multi-billionaire; It seems like I
couldn’t get enough by the time I’d graduated college. I had read
at least 1,000 books on various topics, and by the time I finished
grad school I’d read 10,000, focusing, of course, on the ones
that I felt would enhance my life the most. I visited all the art
studios, museums, and libraries around town and I’ve embraced
what I want life to bring me. Celeste, just as I took my time with
this, I will take my time with you. I couldn’t have picked a better
wife. From the first time I saw you across that room I felt that
you belonged with me . . .
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